Tissue Paper Technique Card

Cutting & Scoring:
- Just Jade – 4 ¼” x 11”, scored at 2 ¾” & 5 ½”
- Pretty Peacock - 4 ½” x 3 1/8”, plus scraps
- Whisper White – (2) 3 ¼” x 5”, plus scraps
- Tissue Paper – 3 ¾” x 5” (non Stampin’ Up)

Instructions:
- Fold Just Jade cardstock in half (valley fold), then the left side (mountain fold) so it is a “Z fold”
- Run front flap through Big Shot using Greenery Embossing Folder
- Stamp greenery using Forever Fern Stamp set in the following colors: Pretty Peacock, Just Jade, Old Olive, Pear Pizzazz, and Soft Seafoam on to tissue paper
- Crumple tissue paper in a ball, then carefully lay it flat (don’t get ALL the wrinkles out)
- Run glue stick all over the front of white cardstock
- Adhere tissue to this, being careful not to smooth out all the wrinkles – you want it a bit bumpy so there is texture
- Wrap Just Jade ribbon around this piece and tie in a bow
- Adhere to Pretty Peacock cardstock
- Adhere these pieces to front left panel, centering this piece
- Die cut a greenery piece out of Pretty Peacock cardstock and adhere as shown in photo
- Die cut a 1 7/8” circle from Whisper White cardstock
- Stamp sentiment on circle using Pretty Peacock ink
- Stamp greenery using Soft Seafoam ink (stamp off once to make it really light in color)
- Adhere to card front as shown using Dimensionals
- Stamp the other piece of Whisper White cardstock with leaf stamp in lower left corner
- Stamp some dots in Soft Seafoam ink around this leaf branch
- Adhere to inside of card, centering it so you can’t see it when the card is closed